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The Conservative News ‘Racket’
(posted by Steven W. Baker / SteveB, Dec. 13, 2012)
Money and politics don’t mix any better in a democracy than drinking and driving, even if you’re big and tough. Is
that some kind of deep mystery?
“Is Conservative Media One Big ‘Racket’?” by Eric Boehlert, Media Matters/OpEdNews
Dec. 12, 2012, (http://www.opednews.com/articles/Is-Conservative-Media-One-by-Eric-Boehlert-121212-49.html)

As Republicans continue to try to make sense of their recent election losses, the finger pointing is becoming more
intense.
In recent days, prominent conservatives Bill Kristol and Joe Scarborough have leveled a new allegation: Major
players have allowed their pursuit of personal wealth (and ego) to take precedence over larger political goals; that
elements of the conservative movement resemble a me-first, moneymaking "racket," where lining ones pockets
stands out as the key objective.
The nasty "racket" accusation highlights what's happened as Republicans have handed over more and more of their
branding and marketing to media personalities whose ultimate barometers of success (ratings and personal income)
differ from those who run political parties (getting candidates elected to office).
In the business of media self-promotion, and particularly the carnival barker variety that powers so much of the
conservative movement via Fox News and AM talk radio, it's inevitable that the goals of the "conservative
entertainment complex," as writer David Frum dubbed it, would collide with the retail politics of the Republican
Party. (Frum has charged the complex with having "fleeced" and "exploited" its followers.)
Remember when Glenn Beck charged fans $125 to sit through the taping of his radio show? Or when he charged
$500 if they wanted to attend a meet-and-greet before the show? And that was after Beck banked $32 million the
previous year. More recently, conservative pundits and outlets have rushed to cash in on election spending by
renting their emails lists, while Fox News' Karl Rove lightened wealthy donors' bankrolls by $300 million via his
failed political groups.
It's conservatism as an ATM.
The "racket" implication also extends beyond the media world and into the Tea Party, which Fox has faithfully
touted as a "grassroot" movement. That feel-good characterization was hard to square with the recent revelation
that former GOP House Majority Leader Dick Armey stepped down as chairman of FreedomWorks, an influential Tea
Party non-profit group, with a staggering $8 million golden parachute. (He will reportedly be paid in $400,000
installments, annually, in "consulting fees.")
Republicans rarely begrudge millionaires for big paydays. (It's the free marketplace!) But if they think cashing in has
trumped winning elections, GOP pushback is inevitable.
From Kristol [emphasis added]:
And the conservative movement -- a bulwark of American strength for the last several decades -- is in
deep disarray. Reading about some conservative organizations and Republican campaigns these days, one
is reminded of Eric Hoffer's remark, 'Every great cause begins as a movement, becomes a business, and
eventually degenerates into a racket.' It may be that major parts of American conservatism have
become such a racket that a kind of refounding of the movement as a cause is necessary.
And MSNBC's Scarborough:
“You have a lot of people running around, saying harsh things that sell books and push ratings and lose
elections," he said on Monday. "Conservatism is a racket for a lot of people to get very, very rich.
With no thought of winning elections.
Scarborough didn't mention Dick Morris by name, but it's possible the MSNBC host had the Fox News contributor
him in mind when he denounced the type of conservative fraud that's "destroying the Republican Party."
As Media Matters detailed, Morris and conservative news outlet Newsmax Media operated something of a right-wing
boondoggle during the recent election season. Cashing in on his television platform, Morris aggressively fundraised
for a super PAC he advised, which then appeared to to funnel money back to Morris through rentals of his email list.
Morris' Super PAC for America paid Newsmax roughly $1.7 million for "fundraising" in October and November. It

turns out a significant portion of the super PAC's money likely went to renting Morris' own email list, which is
operated by Newsmax Media.
As Rachel Maddow noted last night, while highlighting the Media Matters report, "What these financial reports seem
to indicate is that donations to Dick Morris' super PAC, substantially, just end up going to Dick Morris."
That feels like a racket to me.
Meanwhile, the incessant right-wing media desire to extract donations from followers for people and organizations
that don't really need it can lead to baffling disconnects.
Last week, while cheering the news that Sen. Jim DeMint (R-S.C.) would be leaving the U.S. Senate in order to
become president of the influential conservative think tank, The Heritage Foundation, Rush Limbaugh urged his
listeners to support the institution and to become paying members. What Limbaugh failed to mention to his AM
listeners was that The Heritage Foundation operates on an $80 million annual budget, lists assets totaling nearly
$200 million, and receives generous support from of 3M, Boeing, and ExxonMobil, just to name a few, key
corporate benefactors.
Indeed, the Heritage Foundation, with its gold-plated deep pockets and its big business sponsorship, has long been
seen as the most prosperous think tank in all of Washington, D.C., boasting a staff of nearly 300 people. (As its new
president, DeMint's annual salary will likely be in excess of $1 million.) Yet Limbaugh was urging his listeners from
around the country, including those from small town America, to write checks to the Heritage Foundation so that its
voice can be heard?
And yes, according to this Washington Post report, Limbaugh has pocketed millions from the Heritage Foundation
over the years, so this also feels like a racket. And there aren't many American political movements that have
turned rackets to electoral success.
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Photo: Christmas Tree

Whew! It was a lot of work, but I'm done...got the tree up!!
Just love the smell of pine!
Merry Christmas and Happy New Year!
[And there the presents are, “under” the tree, just like they’re supposed to be! :-) –SteveB]
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Pam

Re: Christmas Tree (reply to MarthaH, above)

Cute. It's even bigger than ours. :-)
20121212-06
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Art
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SandyI

Re: Christmas Tree (reply to MarthaH, above)

I don't get it.
20121212-21

…and a fine job you did, too.

Re: Christmas Tree (reply to MarthaH, above)
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SteveB

Re: Christmas Tree (reply to MarthaH, above)

Haha! Glad to see they went all out.
A little like us, actually…we have our local art nativity here at home, a string of lights around our famous arched
doorway to the oven room at the store, and we’re looking for our little cut glass nativity without finding it yet—ah,
there it is!.
Three blocks down the street, the central plaza is full of lights and activity, so that’s kinda where our “tree” is.
I’d love to do a Santa thing like Art and pass out. Cookie samples at the Plaza this time of year, but it’s usually so
hot! (Ah, the importance of punctuation!) I really feel sorry for the guys who actually have to wear the suits. I sure
wouldn’t want any hot kid sitting on my lap. Mmmm…turn-up the A-C, please…
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MarthaH

Re: Christmas Tree (reply to SteveB, above)

I love the different traditions and the joy of traveling and experiencing the new includes 365 days a year. We
Americans "assume" the world is like us--or wants to be, God forbid in some areas!
I think the good Christmas memories of childhood make the realities of adulthood go down better--that and
creating new ones for the younger generations. We are prepping for soup/salad/dessert meals for separate family
units for Christmas month. That means no comparisons of gift sack contents and separate TLC. The herd mentality
of Thanksgiving is PLENTY of that! I taught...and know one-on-one! We will probably clear the table and play
dominoes, too. On Christmas day it will be the old folks at home with a special dinner for two and a good movie...
My ornament collection of trips past conjure up memories of lots of good "presents" in miles covered--Africa,
European and American dolls, plus a zillion others...KISS, Keep It Simple, Stupid! That's my motto!
A Happy Hot Holiday to you and yours!
20121212-22
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Tom

Re: Christmas Tree (reply to SteveB, above)

Love the angels.
20121212-12

Not on Santa's List?

Photo: Christmas List
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“Chained Explained”

Explanation…
“Chained Explained” by Brooks Jackson, FactCheck.org
Dec. 11, 2012, (http://factcheck.org/2012/12/chained-explained/)
(A more accurate inflation adjustment could cut $300 billion from the deficit.)
The “Chained Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers,” or C-CPI-U, attempts to correct a problem that
leading economists have been pointing out for half a century: The traditional CPI, they say, goes up faster than the
prices ordinary people actually pay.
‘Substitution Bias’ in the CPI
At issue here is something called “substitution bias.” Put simply, the traditional CPI tallies up the current prices of
items in a “market basket” of goods and services supposedly bought by the average consumer in any given month.
But what goes into the market baskets of real-life consumers today isn’t necessarily what went in when the Bureau
of Labor Statistics surveyed consumers to find out what they were buying. If the price of beef goes up and
shoppers buy more chicken, their cost of living rises by less than the CPI reflects.
BLS used to conduct expenditure surveys only once per decade. Now it updates its market-basket weights once
every two years, but still with a considerable time lag. The most recent update was announced in January 2012,
when BLS started using weights reflecting what consumers were buying in the 2009-2010 period, updated from
weights determined in 2007-2008, which it was using as late as December 2011.
The “substitution bias” was noted more than 50 years ago, in a 1961 report to the Bureau of the Budget, by a panel
of economists headed by Nobel Prize-winner-to-be George J. Stigler. Among the problems causing what the Stigler
report said was a “systematic upward bias” in the CPI, was this:
Stigler Report, 1961: Since consumers will substitute those goods whose prices rise less or fall more for
those whose prices rise more or fall less—and within limits they can do this without reducing their levels of
real consumption—the fixed-weight base CPI overestimates rises in the cost of equivalent market baskets.
Slow Change
The BLS has made many improvements in the accuracy of the CPI in response to the Stigler report, though not
always quickly. It took more than 20 years for the BLS to change the way it calculated the cost of owner-occupied
housing along lines suggested by Stigler, for example.
The CPI then based home ownership costs mainly on prices of homes sold, and interest costs for new mortgages
taken out in any given month, even though the vast majority of homeowners don’t buy a home or take out a new
mortgage in that month. Stigler recommended using instead what a homeowner would pay to rent his or her house.
In 1979, when mortgage rates first spiked to over 11 percent, the CPI put overall inflation at 13 percent. But
relatively few people actually took out mortgages at the sky-high rates. The CPI thus overstated inflation by 2.5
percentage points compared with what it would have been had BLS used instead the cost of renting equivalent
quarters, according to a 1981 report to Congress by the U.S. General Accounting Office.
Finally, in January 1983, the CPI began using the rental equivalent approach Stigler had suggested more than two
decades earlier. A BLS paper later concluded that the CPI was higher by 0.6 percentage points each year between
1967 and 1982 than it would have been had the bureau used the rental-equivalence method that it now uses.

Boskin Report
But flaws remained. In 1996 another panel of distinguished economists (including one who had been a member of
the 1961 Stigler commission) estimated that the CPI was still overstating the true rise in the cost of living by
between 0.8 percentage points and 1.6 percentage points per year, with a “best estimate” of 1.1 percentage points.
The panel was appointed by the Senate Finance Committee, and headed by Michael J. Boskin, former chief
economic adviser to President George H.W. Bush.
Among other things, the Boskin panel recommended that BLS take steps to eliminate the substitution bias in the
CPI, and to better account for the goods consumers actually buy. And the BLS made some effort in that direction.
Starting in 1999, the BLS started using a “geometric mean” formula in the CPI to remove the effects of substitution
bias within product categories (for example, when consumers substitute one brand of ice cream for another
because of price changes). That adjustment alone was predicted to reduce the growth of the CPI by about 0.2
percentage points each year.
But the larger problem of substitution bias across different product categories (for example, when consumers switch
from apples to oranges when apple prices rise, or orange prices decline) remained.
Further efforts to eliminate that bias were recommended in a 2002 report by a panel of experts assembled by the
National Research Council, an arm of the congressionally chartered National Academy of Sciences. An editor of that
report was Charles Schultze, who was chief economic adviser to President Jimmy Carter.
Also, starting in July 2002 the BLS began publishing the new “chained” CPI with data going back to 1999. This
index, the C-CPI-U, uses a formula designed to account for changes in purchasing patterns that consumers make in
response to changes in relative prices across categories. So when pork prices increase or beef prices decline, the CCPI-U assumes that consumers buy less pork and more beef. These spending weights are changed monthly,
“chained” to the spending weights used the previous month.
But by law, annual cost-of-living increases for Social Security and other federal benefits remain linked to a variant of
the traditional CPI, the Consumer Price Index for Urban Wage Earners and Clerical Workers (CPI-W). And federal
tax brackets are adjusted based on the somewhat broader Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers (CPI-U),
which is the index most commonly cited in news accounts of government reports on inflation.
Simpson-Bowles Report
In December 2010, a majority of the National Commission on Fiscal Responsibility and Reform, headed by former
Sen. Alan Simpson and former White House Chief of Staff Erskine Bowles, recommended switching to the C-CPI-U
for all federal spending and tax provisions that use inflation adjustments as part of a massive deficit-reduction
effort. The report was endorsed by 11 of the commission’s 18 members, including both Democrats and Republicans.
But the recommendation was not sent to Congress because the vote fell short of the 14 needed to trigger such
action under the executive order establishing the panel.
In March 2011, the nonpartisan Congressional Budget Office estimated that switching to the C-CPI-U for adjusting
Social Security benefits would automatically cut federal spending by $112 billion below current 10-year projections,
and that using the “chained” index for federal workers’ pensions, veterans benefits and military retirees would slow
spending growth by another $24 billion. Using the CPI-U to index all federal spending programs, including a few
CBO didn’t specify, would cut spending growth by “about $145 billion” in total.
Also, using the index to adjust income-tax brackets would bring in $72 billion in additional revenue, CBO said.
Taken together, the spending reductions and revenue increases would total $217 billion over a decade.
Even more deficit reduction was predicted by the Moment of Truth project (also chaired by Simpson and Bowles) in
a report issued in May 2011. That report estimated a total of $299 billion in deficit reduction over 10 years, counting
reduced interest payments resulting from lower spending, a factor not addressed by the CBO report.

The effects on benefits would be gradual. CBO said that after years of smaller cost-of-living increases, somebody
retiring on Social Security today would be receiving about 3 percent less in benefits at age 75 than they would
receive under current law. By age 95, they would face a reduction of about 8 percent.
Support and Opposition
A Washington Post editorial has described the idea as “a relatively easy way to save about $300 billion.” In current
negotiations with the White House, Republican leaders in Congress are pushing use of the “chained” CPI as a
relatively painless way to cut some of the deficit. And the idea has even been endorsed conditionally by the liberal
Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, which said earlier this year that using the C-CPI-U is “a reasonable
component of a comprehensive package to put the budget on a sustainable course,” provided that it applies to the
tax code as well as to benefit programs, and provided further that certain concessions are made to ease the impact
on very old or very low-income beneficiaries.
But the proposed change also faces opposition from predictable quarters. A tax expert at the libertarian Cato
Institute says using the C-CPI-U to index the tax code is a “stealth tax increase,” and Grover Norquist’s Americans
for Tax Reform opposed it as a “hidden” tax hike.
And on the left, the AARP argues that using it to calculate Social Security cost-of-living increases “targets the oldest,
poorest Americans” and is “inappropriate and unwarranted.” A coalition of 85 labor unions and mostly liberal groups
expressed “strong opposition” to using the C-CPI-U in a letter to Congress dated Oct. 16.
That letter argues that the cost of living for seniors rises faster than the CPI, which “does not adequately take into
account health care costs.” But the fact is, economists generally find no solid evidence that the cost of living for
seniors really does rise faster than for others.
The Trouble with the CPI-E
Those who oppose using the “chained” CPI for adjusting Social Security pensions regularly point to yet another cost
index, the CPI-E (for “elderly”), which attempts to measure rising costs for persons age 62 and over.
It is true that seniors spend more of their budgets on their health care than do younger persons. But it’s also true
that they spend relatively less of their budgets on other things — including education, transportation, food and
clothing. So they are not as affected by the rapidly rising cost of college tuition, for example.
The CPI-E rose an average of 0.2 percent per year more than the CPI-U or the CPI-W between December 1982 and
December 2011. But BLS notes, “recent trends show different results.”
Since 2006, the CPI-E has risen at the same rate as the CPI-U, the index most commonly cited in news stories, and
used to adjust income-tax brackets. And more important, it has risen more slowly than the CPI-W, the index used to
calculate Social Security cost-of-living increases. Over that most recent five-year period, the CPI-E and CPI-U both
rose at an annual rate of 2.3 percent, while the CPI-W increased 2.4 percent.
BLS cautions that the CPI-E is an unpublished, “experimental” index, and that “any conclusions drawn from it should
be used with caution.” BLS also concedes that the CPI-E has a number of shortcomings because it simply re-weights
the price data collected for its regular price surveys, without attempting to collect some important data specific to
seniors.
For example, the CPI-E makes no attempt to track what seniors actually buy. “Because the specific items sampled
within selected outlets are chosen on the basis of total sales in the outlet—and not sales to the elderly—the items
selected for pricing in each outlet may not be representative of the CPI-E population,” BLS states.
Nor does it try to track prices at the places where seniors actually shop. “[T]he outlets may not be representative of
the location and types of stores used by the elderly population,” BLS says.

Another shortcoming that BLS readily admits is that the “elderly” index takes no account of “senior discounts”
available on such purchases as movie tickets, car rentals, train tickets, public transportation, chain restaurants and
so forth.
At a 1995 Senate hearing, BLS Commissioner Janet Norwood was asked whether prices rise more rapidly for the
elderly than for others. “The real point is that we do not know,” she said. “And we do not know because we do not
have prices that are collected for items that are purchased by the elderly.”
The 2002 study by the National Research Council (previously mentioned for recommending creation of a “chained”
index) also noted deficiencies in the experimental “elderly” index. “[W]e see no rationale for switching to an index
along the lines of the CPI-E for purposes of indexation,” the report said.
The NRC report said further that a valid index should not be based on “speculation and conjecture”:
National Research Council, 2002: Would a price index for the elderly behave differently than the overall CPI if data
were collected on items and qualities consumed by the elderly and on the prices paid in outlets where the elderly
shop? To have a definitive answer to this question, or even relevant evidence instead of speculation and conjecture,
an index for the elderly would have to be constructed to reflect “items that are purchased” and “prices actually
paid.”
We take no position here as to whether benefits for seniors are too high or too low, whether future cost-of-living
adjustments should be higher or lower, or how income-tax brackets should be adjusted in the future. We also note
that the cost of living for any individual or family may go up faster or slower than the national average.
But it’s just a fact that leading economists have said for many years that the current CPI overstates the true rate of
inflation. So using it to index federal programs produces more spending and less revenue than a more accurate
measure would justify.
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SteveB

Fw: CREDO Action Petition: Tell the Senate: No Cuts to Social Security,
Medicare, or Medicaid Benefits & No Tax Cuts for the Wealthy!

from CREDO Action:
http://act.credoaction.com/campaign/medicare_eligibility/letter.html
The Washington Post reported last week that the major Democratic concession in fiscal cliff talks is likely to be
raising the Medicare eligibility age from 65 to 67.
As the political blog, Americablog, responded, it's immoral to consider cutting Medicare benefits to pay for George
Bush's lies. Democrats should not offer Republicans benefit cuts in exchange for letting the Bush tax cuts expire.
Republican lies got us into this deficit mess by waging two failed wars and extending the Bush tax cuts amidst an
economic downturn. If we need to cut the budget we should start with Republican priorities — first letting the Bush
tax cuts expire and ending the wars, and then moving on to our bloated military budget and tax subsidies for the
fossil fuel industry.
Tell President Obama and Congressional Leadership: Don't accept any deal that raises the Medicare eligibility age or
cuts benefits.
Raising the Medicare eligibility age from 65-67 will save only $15 billion per year. Meanwhile, Bush's invasion of
Iraq, which was justified by outright lies, has been costing us $46 billion per year. And in 2013 we'll be spending
$88 billion in Afghanistan, nearly six times as much as it will cost to keep the Medicare eligibility age at 65.
We should be lowering the Medicare eligibility age, not raising it. The real solution to our health care crisis is to
expand Medicare to all. Medicare covers 40 million Americans over the age of 65, providing quality care at prices
that are much lower than the private market. We should expand it so that it covers everybody.

Where was the concern over the deficit when Bush lied to push through tax cuts and two wars we couldn't afford.
Inside the beltway in Washington DC, politicians who enjoy lifetime pensions and fantastic health care coverage are
busy bargaining away a cornerstone of our social safety net. And for what? To appease the corporations and
wealthy Americans who many of our representatives see as their most important constituency.
These politicians need a wake up call. They need to hear from people all across the U.S. that we will not let them
take away Medicare benefits.
Health care in the U.S. is already expensive. Saving money by cutting Medicare benefits does nothing more than
shift the cost of necessary medical care onto the backs of people who might not be able to pay for it. Raising the
Medicare eligibility age is one of the most wrongheaded things Congress and the White House could do. No deal is
better than a bad deal. And we must reject any deal that contains cuts to Social Security, Medicaid or Medicare
benefits.
It could be that this is just another trial balloon from DC insiders. But it could also be the shape of the deal that is
soon to come. In either case, we need to shoot down this terrible idea, and do it decisively.
Paul Krugman, reacting to the news, wrote on his blog: "If anyone in the White House is seriously thinking along
these lines, please stop it right now."
We couldn't agree more.
Click below to automatically sign the petition:
http://www.credoaction.com/campaign/senate_deal_2012/?rc=homepage.
Thank you for helping us hold the line on Social Security, Medicaid and Medicare benefits.
Becky Bond, Political Director
20121212-20
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Fw: Democrat Senators.org Petition: Support Middle-Class Tax Cuts!

It should be easy…
from Sen. Patty Murray (D. WA):
Last week I took to the Senate floor to encourage Speaker Boehner and House Republicans to extend the middleclass tax cuts.
It should be easy. The American people have clearly said that the wealthy need to pay their fair share, and that we
should not balance the budget on the backs of middle-class families.
Republicans agree that we should extend the middle-class tax cuts. So why isn’t this easy? The problem is that
House Republicans are holding the middle class hostage to protect the wealthiest Americans.
But thanks to you -- and thousands of other supporters -- I wasn’t alone when I told Speaker Boehner to end this
hostage crisis, and give middle-class families the tax extension that they deserve.
Will you share your support for our petition to extend the middle-class tax cuts on Facebook or Twitter to help
spread the word?
Our efforts to put pressure on House Republicans are starting to work.

In just the last few days, more Republican elected officials, columnists, and pundits have come forward and said
that we should not protect the wealthy at the expense of the middle class.
But it's not enough to talk about it; we actually need Republicans to act.
Help us build momentum by sharing your support for our petition to extend the middle-class tax cuts:
Facebook: http://www.democratsenators.org/dia/track.jsp?v=2&c=h2VY5PtoKgvPjRHrrWI5ysevfrhSeP2D.
Twitter: http://www.democratsenators.org/dia/track.jsp?v=2&c=BMfvywpx%2FHbTTlRQF%2FJ1wsevfrhSeP2D.
If we all speak out together, we can make our voices heard and give middle-class families the certainty that they
need before the holidays. It won’t be as easy as it should be, but we can do it.
Thank you for your support, Patty Murray, U.S. Senator
20121212-08
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Graphic: When I Grow Up I Want to Be an Exotic Dancer Like Mommy

Gotta love this one....make you chuckle. First Grade Drawing - PRICELESS!
A first grade girl handed in the drawing below for her homework assignment:

The teacher graded it and the child took it home. She returned to school the next day with the following note:
Dear Ms. Davis,
I want to be perfectly clear on my child's homework illustration. It is NOT of me on a dance pole on a stage
in a strip joint surrounded by male customers with money.
I work at Home Depot and had commented to my daughter how much money we made in the recent
snowstorm.
This drawing is of me selling a shovel.

Sincerely, Mrs. Harrington
20121212-09
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“PolitiFact Names Romney Ad ‘Lie of the Year’”

“PolitiFact Names Romney Ad ‘Lie of the Year’” by Josh Voorhees, Slate
Dec. 12, 2012,
(http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2012/12/12/romney_wins_lie_of_the_year_gop_jeep_ad_named_biggest_l
ie_by_politifact.html)
Here' PolitiFact with the falsehood's origin:
It originated with a conservative blogger, who twisted an accurate news story into a falsehood. Then it
picked up steam when the Drudge Report ran with it. Even though Jeep's parent company gave a quick and
clear denial, Mitt Romney repeated it and his campaign turned it into a TV ad. And they stood by the claim,
even as the media and the public expressed collective outrage against something so obviously false.
Romney would go on to lose the all-important Buckeye State by 3 points.*
Here's the ad video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=VQ8P04q6jqE.
While PolitiFact's staff deemed the campaign spot worthy of the no. 1 slot, the outlet's readers viewed it as only the
third-biggest lie of a list of ten they had to choose from. Here were the top seven results from the reader survey:
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Video: Cute Dog

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=PN-MjUC4f9k
20121212-11
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Video: Why Marijuana Should Maybe Not Be Legal

Here’s a video of some young people working hard to improve people’s lives in their community:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-aGXHTq4fUo.
20121212-14
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Video: Drive-Bys

These jovens would love Carnaval here in Santa Cruz:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qrJQ6BIQizc.
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Videos (GIF): People Who Are Having a Worse Day Than You Are

http://www.buzzfeed.com/daves4/people-who-are-having-a-worse-day-than-you
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Graphic: Stir It Up!
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“The Right’s Sham Religion of Rugged Individualism” (to Republicans)

Can the GOP Be Saved?
“The Right’s Sham Religion of Rugged Individualism” by Robert S. Becker, NationofChange
Dec. 12, 2012, (http://www.nationofchange.org/right-s-sham-religion-rugged-individualism-1355328952)
Behold the damning paradox that bedevils the dazed rightwing. While strictly-scrutinized party factions toe strict
ideological lines, every freedom-loving GOP gang glorifies the absurd, frontier badge of rugged individualism. “The
great and abiding lesson of American history, particularly the cold war,” declares Rand Paul, “is that the engine of
capitalism, the individual, is mightier than any collective.”
Right, one great champion drives every mighty, corporate colossus, doubtlessly a willful, Ayn Rand superman.
Columnist Marilyn von Savant only adds fuel to the folly, “The freedom to be an individual is the essence of
America.” That so? The apex of radical individualism isn’t found in America, no longer the world’s leader in socio-

economic mobility but more likely resides within some all-powerful warlord whose tyranny lasts as long as his
lifespan.
The right talks individualism and freedom yet practices the politics of punitive submission, extorted by Tea Party
primaries, boorish FOX newscasters, loutish televangelists, Rovian political operatives, and unelected Grover
Norquist enforcers. “Don’t tread on me” sounds a great war cry but doesn’t advance a country of 300 million. No
wonder, with widening agendas, at least five GOP cliques squabble like hungry chickens:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The predatory corporate crowd, from Wall Street banksters to reactionary billionaires rigging the system.
Close-minded, Tea Party haters of all government programs that share goodies outside their tribe.
Faith-alone fundamentalists, keyed to Biblical literalism, End of Days, or defiance of abortion rights.
Belligerent, neo-con marauders, boasting pre-emptive invasions to affirm our imperial destiny.
The residual strays, fairly inconsequential, spanning distraught moderates to plumb-crazy conspiracy
nuts, secessionists, armed militias and back-to-the-boonies cultism.

Yet, all Republican differences dissipate when the right invokes its transcendent, irrational leap of faith: that
American prowess wholly reflects our worship of go-it-alone, “I-built-it-my-way” manias, revering the lone gunman
blasting all foes. Why, just study history. Did not “collectivist” Puritans season their theocracy with individual
freedom for all? Was not our revolution gained by one great hero, not the one-third of insurgent colonists working
together? Did not lonely frontiersmen carve out homes from the wilderness, oh, except for families, neighbors, and
cheap (slave, Native American, Irish, Italian, Asian) labor? Lincoln alone freed the slaves and won the Civil War, just
like great individuals must have won both world wars, built our infrastructure, and now defend global commerce.
In short, thanks to willful ignorance that demeans the essential co-operation that defines America, babble that the
individual is “mightier than any collective” goes on. Name one, Mr. Paul? This country is at heart communitarian,
not authoritarian, not libertarian.
GOP Triumph of the Will
Yet, if every conservative has the god-given right to liberty and conscience, why are there so few party rebels (or
true “rogues”) that defy lockstep obedience to a rigid party line? And why is disagreement, even challenge to one
group’s holy crusade, vilified by great thinkers like Norquist or birdbrain Rush Limbaugh? What bizarre notion of
freedom induces extremists to primary into oblivion minor divergence from their fixations? Had not Tea Partiers
“expressed their individualism” by defeating five electable candidates since 2010, they’d control the Senate. Of
course, they’d then have to forego this William Godwin rant, “Above all we should not forget that government is an
evil, a usurpation upon the private judgment and individual conscience of mankind.”
In fact, do not warped notions of individualism, implying total mastery over one’s life, represent the motherload for
every hot button social wedge issue since 2000? On gun control, what heroic individualist can protect his home and
family against bad guys without commanding his own arsenal? Since “evil government” eyes the truest, most
independent thinkers, freedom-loving, paranoid militias would betray their essence by not preparing for the enemy.
Let’s not forget those gun-loving, manly hunters, decimating all those blood-curdling wild animals, like rabbits,
game birds and deer. For stalkers of the innocent, it’s munitions, not clothes, that make the man. Or gay marriage:
what self-respecting, individualist he-man “chooses” the “homosexual life style,” let alone publicizes it to the world
by marrying one’s buddy?
The Certitude of the Rigid
Certainly, every rugged individualist scrutinizes birth control methods and reigns in appetites so he or she never
needs abortion doctors. What model of self-reliance would ignobly drug a date or assault a relative or child? That
deserves getting skinned alive. Does not similar, hard line thinking justify capital punishment as just accountability,
fitting ultimate punishment to the individual's willful crime, like in good Old Testament days. Bring on the fire and
brimstone, hell’s a’waitin’ for miscreants who choose wickedness.
Just last week, a throng of freedom-loving senators trumped a U.N. treaty for daring to apply American standards
to overseas discrimination against the disabled. Pretty rugged stuff. What a brave bunch, shuddering in terror

against the mighty wrath of primary challenges by know-nothings! Observe the fierce irony: any conservatives who
think on their own, who deviate a smidgeon, face political blackmail, from all the usual suspects:
•
•
•
•

Libertarians outraged against those who insufficiently despise government.
Fundamentalists outraged at the failure to despise abortion, secularism, or gay rights.
Greedy capitalists outraged at those who don’t despise taxes or regulation.
Belligerent, neo-con conquistadores outraged at those who don’t despise perpetual war.

Except for militarists, reliant on government-sponsored war machines (“peace after all depends on constant war”),
all endorse Godwin’s take on government as evil and the individual as the highest, if not only good. All these zealots
are so vehement they continue to shoot themselves in the head by equating “freedom” with obstructive filibustering
of whatever the majority supports. If God is really on that side, the world withers without a new theology.
All for One, One for All
Finally, for lovers of high irony, here’s a zinger. The Democrats are in fact a far more diverse, undisciplined, and
independent-minded community, yet they share a much higher consensus about community values, the value of
government and where the country should go. With the Obama re-election, liberals regained strength simply by
asserting this radical idea, “the greatest good for the greatest number,” while reinforcing both Elizabeth Warren’s
campaign and Republican, ex-justice Sandra Day O'Connor, “We don't accomplish anything in this world alone…and
whatever happens is the result of the whole tapestry of one's life and all the weavings of individual threads form
one to another that creates something” (of worth).
To end, here’s compelling etymology: the word “liberal” comes from the root liber, as in free, thus informing
“liberty” and “liberation” (even “libertine”). For over a century, “liberal” buttressed the inalienable rights of all men,
plus FDR’s Four Freedoms. A “liberal” benefactor was a hero with positive connotations of compassion, humanity,
tolerance and openness to change.
Let us restore “liberal” to its root origins, with brave defenses of liberty alongside tolerance, individualism
alongside “collective” teamwork. What’s wrong with pulling together, “all for one and one for all,” the recipe for
job creation, health delivery, and critical ecological balances? For that simple, communitarian creed separates us
from both know-nothing yokels and scheming fat cats who mouth individualism while funding inquisitions to insure
lockstep obedience.
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Photo: Today’s Seafood Lunch at Apple

Today, the seafood choice came from the Asia line, and was presented as Red Snapper Tikka. This was a fresh red
snapper filet with a delicious and zesty (but not massively hot) yellow curry sauce served over my choice of brown
or white pistachio biryani rice; I took the long grain white, presumably Basmati or something like it. My filet was
(no surprise) both very fresh and perfectly cooked; we're not looking for sushi in a dish like this, and the filet was at
that perfect stage of moist flakiness with just a hint of pink in the thickest parts. It separated neatly with a fork
along any muscle-bundle lines I cared to choose. Both a lovely yellow curry sauce and a tasty sweet tamarind
sauce adorned the plate, and both were so delicious that I mopped up every blob by mopping with a forked fish
morsel. The lovely garnish of crispy cucumber salad was a cool breath with the spicy curry. This dish was one of
those that was so nicely balanced that everything tasted great mixed with everything else, although I admit that I
scarfed down the green beans first, the better to enjoy them warm. (Beans have a very high surface area to
volume ration, and cool really fast, if not submerged in something else.)
Yum! I'd do it again in a second!

Red Snapper Curry with Butter-Braised Green Beans and Rice
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“Walmart CEO Mike Duke: 'We Do Pay Competitive Wages'”

Another reason not to shop Walmart…
“Walmart CEO Mike Duke: 'We Do Pay Competitive Wages'” by Harry Bradford, Huffington Post
Dec. 12, 2012, (http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/12/12/walmart-ceo-mikeduke_n_2286440.html?utm_hp_ref=business)
Apparently, all those protests by Walmart workers over pay and benefits aren’t getting through to CEO Mike Duke.
At a recent event, Bloomberg LP President Dan Doctoroff pointed out to the Walmart chief executive that even
though his company paints itself as "serving an emerging middle class," many of its employees aren’t paid enough
to lead a normal life and some even resort to food stamps to make ends meet, as previously reported by The
Huffington Post. This is what Duke had to say in response:
"Retailing is the most competitive industry out there, and we do pay competitive wages," Duke told Doctoroff,
according to Business Insider, noting that around 175,000 Walmart employees are promoted from entry-level
positions each year. “Our associates are a great source of pride and personal inspiration for me," he added.
But maybe that’s simply because he’s getting away with paying them so little. According to market research firm
Ibis World, the average wage for a Walmart employee is $8.81 per hour, barely over the minimum wage in some
states. Walmart executives say average rates are higher, with estimates including $11.75 per hour and
$12.40 per hour. In contrast, Duke made $18.7 million in 2010. With a CEO-to-employee pay ratio of
717-to-1, that ranks Duke second among a list of 50 CEOs who are paid significantly more than their
employees.
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Photo: Cats Imitating Art #1 (Salvador Dali, Woman at the Window,
1925)
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Photo: Go Out & Enjoy Nature #4
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Photo: Peruvian Hummingbird

http://www.aracari.com/wordpress/2010/12/kentitambo-chachapoyas-accommodation/

—Friends of the Middle,
Steven W. Baker (SteveB), Editor/Moderator
You can subscribe to this free, no-obligation, daily Newsletter filled with lively, intelligent discussion centered on
politics and government, but ranging to anything members feel is important, interesting, or entertaining. To
subscribe, use the form on our website or blog, or simply reply to this email with “Yes” or “Start” in the Subject line,
then add our email address (below) to your Contacts or Safe list. To opt-out, reply with “No” or “Stop” in the
subject line.
Welcome to all our new members who may be here for the first time. We want to hear from YOU! To submit your
comment, you can use the form on our website or blog, or reply to this email with your two cents worth. Be sure to
sign with your desired user name.
Your email address will always be kept strictly confidential.
Feel free to forward this Newsletter to anyone you know on the Right or the Left, though your motives might be
different in each case. Regardless, PASS IT ON! Help keep your friends and acquaintances informed and thinking.
http://www.FriendsOfTheMiddle.org
FriendsOfTheMiddle@hotmail.com
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